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LEADERSHIP
WHAT WORRIES YOUNG
PEOPLE?
“Every flower is a soul blossoming in nature.”

GÉRARD DE NERVAL, FRENCH WRITER AND POET

TIMES NIE STUDENTS
ON WHAT WORRIES
THEM THE MOST

IMPENDING THIRD WORLD WAR

Climate change and pollution are
the top two areas of concern,
finds a global survey

W H AT T H E P O L L S AY S

➤ The poll, released on Human Rights Day
— December 10 — asked more than 10,000
people aged 12-25 yrs, in 22 countries
across six continents, to pick up five
major issues from a list of 23.
➤ Of those, 41 % selected
climate change, making it
the most commonly cited
issue globally. Among
global worries, pollution
was ranked second at
36 % & terrorism
third at 31 %.

Since the death of the Iranian general
Qassem Soleimani, global tensions
have escalated drastically. With
the possible threat of a third
world war upon us, we can only
watch with bated breath and hope
that matters do not deteriorate.
There is no dearth of problems as it is.

F

our out of 10 young people view cli- growth. The survey’s findings also reflect
mate change as one of the most im- the everyday struggles and concerns of genportant issues facing the world. “In eration Z in their own countries. At a nathis year when young people mo- tional level corruption was most commonbilised in huge numbers for the climate, it ly cited as one of the most important issues
can be no surprise that many of those sur- (36%), followed by economic instability (26%),
veyed saw it as one of the most important pollution (26%), income inequality (25%),
issues facing the world,” said Kumi
climate change (22%) and vioNaidoo, Secretary General of
lence against women (21%).
This
Amnesty International.
“For young people the cliis a wake-up call
mate crisis is one of the definto world leaders that
ing challenges of their age. This
they must take more
is a wake-up call to world leaders that they must take far more
decisive action to
decisive action to tackle the clitackle the climate
mate emergency or risk betrayemergency
ing younger generations further,”
he added. When asked who should
take the most responsibility for protecting the environment globally, 54% of respondents said governments, 28% individuals and 14 % businesses. And 63 % agreed
governments should take the wellbeing of
their citizens more seriously than economic

AMEYA DIXIT, class X, NES National Public School,
Mumbai

CLAMPDOWN ON FREEDOM
OF SPEECH

Ways leaders skillfully manage crisis
THEY FACE UP TO BAD NEWS

1

The first step is to acknowledge
there is a crisis. Assemble the
team and look at the possible causes. All team members
must be committed to telling the
truth. Facing up to reality is the first step
in overcoming any crisis. Don’t spin the truth.
An excellent example is Winston Churchill
during World War II. He knew that some bad
news might be filtered out and he might not
be aware of it. This is why he set up a ‘bad
news department’.

KNOW HOW TO
BUILD TRUST

2

This is the mark of
a truly successful
leader and will
stand him or her in good
stead when a crisis
looms. It is important to
be fair, open, keep promises, and treat people
with dignity and respect.

When written in Chinese, the word ‘crisis’ is composed
of two characters. One represents danger and the
other represents opportunity, said John F Kennedy... If
you are facing a crisis, there are several ways to
manage it skillfully and get out alive. Here’s how!
ENSURE THAT THERE IS NO
BREAKDOWN IN COMMUNICATION

5

Poor communication in a team can have devastating effects. Many team members may withhold or
just not forward messages for various reasons:
➤ Expectations are not clearly set out so seemingKNOW WHEN
ly minor problems are ignored
➤ Misuse of data on a school relevant topic
TO MAKE SACRIFICES
➤ Information overload may lead to mesEncouraging and
sages being overlooked
motivating the team
➤ An ‘us vs. them’ mentality hamto get through the
pers
communication
crisis may mean sacrifices.
➤ Some team mates fear
The successful leader will
punishment if they mentake the initiative by maktion
a problem
ing the first sacrifice and
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4

The successful leaders know that emergency corrective measures just may not
be enough. They have to plan for the worst case scenario. This can mean taking
radical action which will ensure a positive outcome. Redundancies have to be made.
There may be an urgent need to get advice and/or change school policies. Overall, leaders know they will have to be committed, disciplined and above all, courageous.
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NEW YEAR RESOLUTION
Neil Vimalkumar

A

graffiti on a New
Year’s Day caught
my attention. It was
about a resolution that
finally seemed achievable.
It read: ‘I made a resolution not to have any more
resolutions’. But whose life
and goals are we talking
about? Ironically, we are
not our own idea. We did
not cause ourselves into
existence. Only the Infinite
One is qualified to answer
that question of purpose
for our lives.

NEW STUDENT

A new pupil, expelled from three
schools, walked into the
classroom of the new
school. One teacher
came to class, looked at
him and thought:
“Where do such children come from?”
The second teacher
walked in, saw him and
said with anger: “There
is no lack of your kind
here.” The third teacher
entered the class and
said: “Do we have a new
pupil?” He walked up to
him, shook his hands,
looked into his eyes,
smiled and said: “Good
morning! I was waiting
for you!”

Paul, once a critic of the
Christian faith, raised that
question and thankfully,
did not leave it unanswered. He wrote: ‘Thanks
be to God through Jesus
Christ our lord’. Paul
describes the mechanics of
that experience as two
principles at work.
The law of sin and
death made us slave unto
unrighteous deeds, and the
law of the Spirit of Life
freed us to a higher experience of freedom and

purpose. One could
picture it as a Boeing Jet
that is parked in a terminal. The law of gravity
ensures that the huge bird
is grounded. But as the
Captain receives the clearance and taxies on to the
runway, in a few revving
seconds this massive plane
takes off.
It beats the law of gravity, which is still at work, as
Bernoulli’s principle gives
it the lift. ‘The chief end of
humans is to glorify God
and enjoy Him forever’. ■

‘WHO KEEPS PROMISES?’

Narayani Ganesh: What
should people look for in
a political candidate before casting their vote?
■ Sri Narayani Amma:
Every individual has some talent, say speech, writing,
seva, service and so on.
Politicians are blessed with
the opportunity that is not
available to all — to do seva
to large numbers of people.
Even a district collector’s jurisdiction is limited to his district but a union minister has
such a wide reach. So netas
should become aware that
they enjoy this great opportunity to reach out to a maximum number of people, to
do good.
You mean as Gandhiji
said, ‘President means

chief servant?’
■ The common complaint by
people is that leaders speak
so well during campaigns but

Politicians are blessed
to do seva to large
numbers of people
do not translate that into action once they are elected.
People should check out
whether netas keep their
promises. Do they use their
administrative and financial
powers to do what they promised to do for the people? This
is a simple test. It will guide
you as to whether you should
vote for them or not. ■
Sri Sakthi Amma is pontiff
of Sri Lakshmi Narayani
Golden Temple, Sripuram

Caring, sharing, and
responsibility are the
characteristics that
yoga simply nurtures
inside of you.
Sri Sri Ravi Shankar

✥

Share your knowledge.
It is a way to achieve
immortality.
The XIV Dalai Lama

✥

What if cities embraced
a culture of sharing?
I see a future of shared
cities that bring us
community and connection
instead of isolation
and separation.
Joe Gebbia

✥

The fast depletion of natural
resources worries me a lot. Fresh
air and pure water are getting
scarce by the day due to all kinds
of man-made pollution. Petroleum
resources will exhaust soon. We
have to save nature from the roots.

KNOW HOW TO
ADAPT YOUR
MANAGEMENT STYLE

MOBILISE YOUR TEAM BY
INSPIRING THEM

KNOW THAT THINGS MAY GET WORSE

Writing means sharing.
It's part of the human
condition (for humans) to
want to share things thoughts, ideas, opinions.
Paulo Coelho

AADRIT BANERJEE, Class XI,
Apeejay School, Park Street

POLLUTION IS A CONCERN

VAISHNAVI SURESH, class XII, Carmel School,
Peyad, Thiruvananthapuram

Sometimes, immediate changes have to be made and a more autocratic style of leadership has to be adopted. There are advantages in
saving time and rescuing the team from disaster. The downside of is
that there will be no consultation. This may cause difficulty in building
trust, respect, and dedication among the team members. Daniel Goleman in
the Harvard Business Review states that successful leaders can change
their management style to suit the situation.

then encourage team members to do likewise.

Today there is a subjugation of the
mass media and a clampdown on people’s freedom of speech and expression. As a future torchbearer of the
world, this is an issue that worries
me the most. Liberty to express
is intrinsic to human character,
and an attempt to restrain it is
hegemonic and fascist. As a student, my options to tackle this
problem are limited. I choose not to
bow down to force and encourage my
peers to express fearlessly. By ensuring
the co-existence of various opinions, I
wish to make a difference.

7

“Team members are expected to (be)
‘dedicated, professional, accurate, and
ethical’.” – Larry Slate. Successful
managers lead by example. There may be
drastic changes to be made. They know
how to adjust procedures, policies
and objectives in line
with the
emergency.

M

ost people feel anxious when taking an exam, but research shows
that some are more likely to suffer from exam anxiety than others. Why
is this? And what can you do to calm
your nerves? Counsellor Neha Bhatia
from Chandigarh says it is possible to
control your anxiety and appear for
tests in a cool and composed manner.
“Identify the reason why you are so anxious... the rest, everything will fall in
place,” she said.

STRESSFUL LIFESTYLE
Most people are moving around like
robots with no enthusiasm for life.
This way of life disturbs me the
most. The ideal way out is to identify your passion and nurture it
through creativity. Add activities
to your lifestyle.
RAKSHIT DUBEY, class VIII, Zebar School For
Children, Ahmedabad

WEAPONS OF DESTRUCTION
The tension between the US and Iran
is a major worry. Nuclear weapons
will result in a devastating outcome. We can make a difference by
choosing better leaders (unlike
Trump) by voting smartly in the
elections.
ADITYA NAYAK, class X, The Brigade School,
JP Nagar, Bengaluru

Counsellor
Speak
FAQs on
EXAMINATION ANXIETY

 What is exam anxiety? Exam anxiety
is the experience of feeling an intense
moment of fear or panic before and/or
during an exam or assessment.
Anxiety is of two kinds:
1) Low anxiety: students who experience low anxiety may feel a little nervous about an upcoming exam but are
still able to focus their attention on studies or the questions asked during the

If you experience high
levels of anxiety
before an exam,
engage in self-care
strategies by keeping
note of your sleeping
patterns, nutrition,
fitness regimen, and
implementing a few
relaxation routines
assessment. Usually low anxiety students are not struck with intrusive
thoughts nor feel debilitated by exams.
2) High anxiety: students who experience high anxiety show an immediate
anxiety reaction when exposed to a
feared test situation. They attempt to
avoid the situation by not showing up
for the exam, or may endure it but with

How can I cool my exam nerves? If
you identify high anxiety in yourself,
you can learn ways to manage it so
that it doesn’t take over your exam
 How do I identify my type of anxiety? performance. The skills you find most
The challenge is to recognise when
helpful in managing your exam
your anxiety has increased beanxiety will vary dependyond an optimal level and
ing on what triggers are
QUERY?
starts impacting your abilcontributing
to
These queries were
ity to complete the exam –
your high levels of
this is a high level of
anxiety.
asked by students from
anxiety.
If students exLord Mahavira School and
Some physical reperience high levels
Blue Bells International
sponses of high anxiety
of anxiety before an
School, Delhi. Have a query?
include a speeding heart,
exam, they should
Reach out to us at
damp hands, shortness or
engage in self-care
toinie 175@gmail.com
rapid breath, and feeling
strategies by keeping
queasy.
note of their sleeping
The physical response is usupatterns, nutrition, fitness
ally experienced in high levels of anxregimen, and also implementiety when the “fight or flight” response ing a few relaxation routines. Students
is triggered. This is how our bodies re- sometimes forget these small steps as
spond to a perceived threat – and while they can feel consumed by the fear of
uncomfortable, it is not harmful.
the exam.
extreme fear. High anxiety can push
some into a sense of panic: “I really
can’t do this!”

